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// STEP 1: make the straight entry 
tor(t=1,entry=0; entry < MAX_THREAD_ENTRY ; t++, entry++ )l 

//l is the number of steps away - linearly. 
nominal[0][entry].n.x=t; 
nominal[0][entry].n.y=0; 
n0mina|[0][entry].n.s=0; 
nominal[0l[entry].alpha =0; 
nominal[O][entry].theta = O; 
n0mina|[0][entry].phi = 0; 

// point along the x axis. 
nominal[0]lentry].cost=t*weight(STRAlGHT); 

//multiply by weight. Br0nchoscope=1. For Catheter example: 
// Straight neighbors not used, since they are so 
// undesirable. Could also set weight very high 

} 

//STEP 2: create a 90 degree arc of points derived from evenly 
// discretized angles. NOTE: t is an angle 

tor(t=3*Pl/2 + angle_increment,entry=0;t<=Pl*2;t+=angle_increment,entry++){ 
lor(i=1;i < TOTAL_THREADS;i++){ 

// arc threads are numbered 1..(TOTAL_THREADS-1) 
nominal[i][entry].n.x=radius*c0s(t); 
nominalli][entry].n.y=radius*(l+sin(t)); 
// Shifting the sine curve up so it runs from 0 to 1, 
// starting slowly 
nominal[i][entry].n.s= O; 

rotation_of_this_thread = (2*Pl/NUM_ARC_THREADS)*(i-l ); 
nominal[i][entry].n = 

r0tateX(nominal[i][entryl.n,rotation_ot_this_thread); 

alpha = (entry+l) * angle_increment; 

nominal[i][entry].cost= alpha *radius * weight(radius); 
// arclength = radius * theta(in radians) * weight 
// weight is calculated for this particular radius. 
// typically 1 it bronchoscope. 
//Varies from 1 to a high number for catheter 

nominal[i][entry].alpha = alpha; 
nominal[i][entry].theta = alpha * sin(rotation_oi_this_thread); 
nominal[i][entry].phi = alpha * cos(rotation_of_this_thread); 

// sweep that t has taken = tangent (ollset angle) 

\q 
HG. 6 60° 
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POINT_STRUCT rotateX(P0lNT_STRUCT a, double theta) 
// rotations are continuous, returning a double 
{ 

POINT_STRUCT returned_point; 

returned_point.x=a.x; 
// X‘ = x 
returned_point.y=cos(theta)*a.y - sin(theta)*a.s; 
// y‘ = y*cos q — z*sinq 
returned_point.s= sin(theta)*a.y + cos(theta)*a.s; 
// z‘ = y*sin q + z*cosq 
return returned_point; 

} 

P0|NT_STRUCT rotateY(P0|NT_STRUCT a, double theta) 
// rotations are continuous, returning a double 
{ 

PO|NT_STRUCT returned_point; 

returned_point.x=sin(theta)*a.s + cos(theta)*a.x; 
// x‘ = z*sin q + x*cos q 
returned_point.y=ay; // y' = y 
returned_p0int.s=cos(theta)*a.s-sin(theta)*a.x; 
// z' = 2*cos q - x*sinq 
return returned_point; 

POINLSTRUCT rotateZ(PO|NT_STRUCT a, double theta) 
// rotations are continuous, returning a double 
{ 

PO|NT_STRUCT returned_point; 

returned_point.x=cos(theta)*a.x-sin(theta)*a.y; 

returned_point.y= sin(theta)*a.x+cos(theta)*a.y; 

returned_point.s=a.s; 
// ZI = Z Y\_/\ 
return returned_point; 800 
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3D TOOL PATH PLANNING, SIMULATION 
AND CONTROL SYSTEM 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application claims the bene?t of international Appli 
cation Number PCT/lB2006/053672, ?led Oct. 6, 2006, and 
US. Provisional Application Ser. No. 60/725,185 ?led Oct. 
11, 2005 Which are incorporated herein in Whole by refer 
ence. 

The present invention relates to a system, apparatus and 
method for planning a tool path in a patient. 

Catheters are used to position other devices for balloon 
angioplasty, stenting, and tumor ablations. Today a catheter is 
maneuvered using visual feedback, often by ‘live x-ray’ also 
called ?uoroscopy. 

Catheters come in many shapes and siZes With different 
?exibility. They are chosen for the procedure based on a 
surgeon’s judgment, or sometimes based on statistical norms 
for the procedure. 
US. Pat. No. 6,726,675, entitled “Remote control catheter 

iZation”, assigned to Navicath Corporation discloses a system 
that enables the automated control of catheters, Which auto 
matically feeds the catheter forWard, as Well as rotates it. 

The manual control of catheters requires practice, dexter 
ity, the ability to interpret position based on ?uoroscopy (a 
projection) and the time of expensive experts. Further, patient 
speci?c simulations based on morphological data are not 
readily available. Selection of a catheter is not performed 
based on patient morphology, but on the experience of the 
surgeon and statistical norms. This may lead to unnecessary 
delay and complications in some procedures. 

For a lung CT, there are about 3><10l2 elements required to 
represent the position and orientation of a catheter’s tip. This 
is 60-120 terabytes of RAM, making it intractable on today’s 
computers. 

There are many choices of catheter for the surgeon, but 
they may be selected based on statistical norms, rather than 
patient speci?c morphology. This non-optimal choice can 
sloW the procedure or increase the risk to the patient. 

Regarding scope technology, today, a bronchoscope is 
used to examine deep areas of the lung, and an endoscope is 
used to enter natural body cavities such as either end of the GI 
tract or through small incisions such as in laparoscopic pro 
cedures. Colonoscopes and sigmoidoscopes are types of 
endoscopes. The scope is maneuvered for visual inspection, 
diagnosis, often through biopsy, as Well as to deliver some 
forms of therapy such as Photodynamic therapy. 

The manual control of a bronchoscope requires practice, 
careful manual control and the time of expensive experts. 
Further, patient speci?c-simulations are not readily available. 

Techniques used for robot control or vehicle control are 
non-obviously applicable to controlling a catheter and a 
scope. A con?guration space in the art in particular, is con 
sidered to be the set of all poses representing the possible 
states of the tool. For a bronchoscope, this is a 6 dimensional 
problem, including the 3D location and 3D orientation. 

For a lung CT, there are about 512><512><240 QixYxslices), 
or 62,914,560 locations. The angles can be coarsely dis 
cretiZed at each 10 degrees in rX, rY and rZ (also called roll, 
pitch, and yaW). Even at this coarse discretiZation, the con 
?guration space Would require: 
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2 
Since each element contains betWeen 20 and 30 bytes, this is 
60-120 terabytes just for the con?guration space, Which is 
ideally stored in RAM for fastest access. The storage require 
ments for today’s computers make this alone a dif?cult task. 
The system, apparatus and method of the present invention 

reduce the con?guration from 6 degrees of freedom to 3, by 
using the locations as states and storing the r (roll), p (pitch), 
W (yaW) angles that provide the orientation setting at the 
current state and by generating neighborhoods that are used to 
maintain kinematically correct angles of the catheter’s and 
scope’s tip from any orientation. This makes the calculation 
tractable in today’s systems, and alWays faster in tomorroW’ s 
computing systems. The resulting path is kinematically cor 
rect (i.e. achievable With a given tool), collision-free and 
optimal in the discretiZed space. Using this method, a plan is 
generated for a bronchoscope to travel through the lungs to a 
target location such as for biopsy, and a plan for catheter 
motion is achieved through the blood vessels. 

Embodiments of the present invention are a non-obvious 
variation of the path planning technologies described in US. 
Pat. No. 6,604,005 to L. Dorst & K. Trovato and in “Method 
and apparatus for controlling maneuvers of a vehicle,” US. 
Pat. No. 5,870,303 to K. Trovato and L. Dorst, Feb. 9, 1999. 

For a catheter, a neighborhood contains all possible 
motions that a catheter can make. These are insertion (fWd 
motion), left and right turn (rotation), With costs Weighted by 
the strain induced by folloWing various turns and catheter 
rotation. 

For a scope, a neighborhood contains all possible motions 
that a ‘scope’ can make Which are insertion (fWd motion), left 
turn and right turn (rotation) for a given maximum turning 
radius Which may vary in each direction, With costs based on 
the distance traveled. 
Key differences from prior Work include: 
For all tools: 6D in 3D con?guration space, by storing the 

resulting orientations inside the 3D space. 
Catheters, bronchoscopes and beveled needles, behave as a 

car does, i.e. non-holonomically. 
Neighborhood is different: comprises 3D With threads in 
many orientations, not a single surface, like a car. 

Bronchoscope control is different from car control: has 
Up/DoWn, Left/ Right, Forward, and all combinations as 
Well as gradations. 

Catheter control is different from car control: catheter has 
alpha rotation and Forward only. 

Beveled Needle control is different from car control: has a 
single “turning radius”, but the rotation of the needle can 
alloW it to move off in different directions, Whereas prior 
art teaches turning in a 2 dimensional environment, i.e., 
a plane, since control Was only for the needle at 0 or 180 
degrees. 

FIG. 1 illustrates a bronchoscope; 
FIG. 2 illustrates a 3D con?guration space (200) having 

con?gurations at each location in the discretiZed X, Y and Z 
directions; 

FIG. 3 illustrates a part of a neighborhood of a broncho 
scope; 

FIG. 4 illustrates a nominal neighborhood describing basic 
capabilities of a bronchoscope; 

FIG. 5 illustrates an analogous 3D neighborhood of a bron 
choscope including a plurality of radii; 

FIG. 6 illustrates softWare to generate a line and arc of a 
nominal neighborhood of a bronchoscope, as Well as the 
rotation of each of the arcs to form the different threads; 

FIG. 7 illustrates a How diagram of the A* algorithm for 
determination of an optimal path from a ‘seed node’ to a 
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‘goal’, which is customized to manage the neighborhood 
thread by thread, including the precedence of neighbors; 

FIG. 8 illustrates software to accomplish rotations of the 
points; 

FIG. 9 illustrates a path for a bronchoscope through the 
trachea and bronchi; 

FIG. 10 illustrates a catheter; 
FIG. 11 illustrates a catheter that has been manually posi 

tioned for cardiac ablation; 
FIG. 12 illustrates weights for cost wave propagation for a 

catheter path planning activity according to the present inven 
tion; 

FIG. 13 illustrates a portion of a nominal neighborhood 
describing basic capabilities of a catheter; 

FIG. 14 illustrates a nominal neighborhood of nodes for a 
catheter comprising a change in locations and orientations of 
the tip of the catheter; 

FIG. 15 illustrates a beveled needle; 
FIG. 16 illustrates a system for path planning according to 

the present invention; and 
FIG. 17 illustrates an apparatus that performs path plan 

ning according to the present invention. 
It is to be understood by persons of ordinary skill in the art 

that the following descriptions are provided for purposes of 
illustration and not for limitation. An artisan understands that 
there are many variations that lie within the spirit of the 
invention and the scope of the appended claims. Unnecessary 
detail of known functions and operations may be omitted 
from the current description so as not to obscure the present 
invention. 

Path Planning for a tool or ‘autonomous system’ can be 
performed using the framework taught by K. I. Trovato, A * 
Planning in Discrete Con?guration Spaces ofAutonomous 
System, University of Amsterdam, 1996. Each of the compo 
nents of the framework is described below. Once the compo 
nents are known, they can be used within a cost wave propa 
gation methodto generate a path. The required components of 
the framework are then described for a bronchoscope, cath 
eter, and beveled needle. 
Framework 

Con?guration Space/ System Status 
The tool or autonomous system must be able to be 

described in discretiZed form. That is, the tool is characterized 
by key properties (or parameters), each property having one 
or more ranges of valid discrete values. A tool status, there 
fore, provides a unique setting for each of these properties. 
The span of all the possible parameter ranges is called the 
con?guration space, abbreviated CS. Sometimes the con?gu 
ration space matches the ‘task space’ or environment in which 
the actions are carried out. 

Nodes/ States/ Events/ Transitions 
Since it is a discretiZed space, the status or ‘pose’ of the tool 

can be considered as ‘nodes’ in a graph. Additionally, any 
events in the system that can cause a change between one 
system state and another can be viewed as ‘transitions’ 
between the nodes. 

Criterion/Cost 
The objective of the tool often has a criterion for success, 

such as fastest, shortest, least expensive, etc. In many cases, 
this can be directly translated to a cost incurred for a particular 
transition between nodes. The set of nodes, transitions and 
costs forms a con?guration space graph. 

Atomic Actions/Neighborhood/ Successors 
The allowed atomic actions that cause changes or transi 

tions from one state in the con?guration space to another in a 
certain range are encapsulated as the “neighborhood.” This 
neighborhood is a collection of permissible successors. The 
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4 
permissible successors represent the core capability of a tool 
to make certain motions. Because this usually does not vary 
based on location, for ef?ciency the neighborhood can be 
de?ned once, and used relative to any original state. The 
neighbors also may be determined based upon ‘rules of the 
game’, so there may be a few neighbors that are selected by a 
particular attribute of the controlled tool. 

Assigned to each transition is the cost imposed for chang 
ing between an original state and a neighbor state. Therefore 
the combination of the states in con?guration space with the 
transitions between them can be thought of as a graph with the 
states as nodes and permissible transitions as directed edges. 

Constraints/Forbidden Regions/Obstacles 
For many applications, the tool has constraints. The latter 

de?ne illegal tool states, often because of mechanical limits, 
interaction with the environment (i.e. obstacles), or imposed 
rules. These must be transformed into forbidden regions of 
nodes in the con?guration space. In some graphs, the transi 
tions into these nodes are removed along with the nodes 
themselves. Alternatively, the nodes may be marked as ille 
gal, or transitions into the node may have in?nite (unattain 
able and high) cost, denoted by 00. Each of these techniques 
causes a search to avoid the constrained nodes. 

The tool ‘goal’ position may be mapped to one or more 
equivalent ‘goal’ nodes in the discretiZed con?guration space. 
Multiple ‘goal’ nodes may exist because the formulation of 
parameters expressing the system may have more than one 
solution describing the system ‘goal’. (For example both left 
handed and right handed con?gurations of your arm can reach 
the same location.) The system ‘start’ is simply transformed 
to a speci?c ‘start’ing node. 

Series of Events/Optimal Path 
Finding the most desirable series of events leading from a 

current system node to a desired ‘goal’ is analogous to ?nding 
an optimal path of transitions from the current node to the 
‘goal’ node that incurs a minimum cost while avoiding all 
illegal nodes. This desirable series of events therefore can be 
found by planning a pathusing the con?guration space nodes, 
transitions, costs, forbidden regions, and ‘goal’, and by know 
ing a ‘start’ing node. A graph search method such as A* 
provides an e?icient mechanism to determine the path. Once 
the components are in place, the A* algorithm can be used to 
compute solutions. 
Bronchoscope Embodiment (B) 

FIG. 1 shows a bronchoscope. In a preferred embodiment, 
a bronchoscope has the following framework components: 

B.l Con?guration Space 
In a preferred embodiment, the con?guration space of a 

bronchoscope is represented as the location of the tip of the 
bronchoscope in 3 space, as shown in FIG. 2. The orientation 
of the tip is described in terms of rotations about the X, Y, and 
Z axes, called alpha 201, theta 202 and phi 203 respectively. 
There is a positive direction for each angle, and negative 
direction for each angle. Our example uses a standard ‘right 
hand rule’ system to identify the axes and relative orienta 
tions, however others could be used. The ‘start’, ‘goal’ and 
permissible region of travel can be imaged using CT, MRI or 
3D ultrasound (3D electronic or synthetic), and used as a 
basis to siZe the con?guration space. The tip also has an 
orientation which requires 3 additional angles, see FIG. 2. In 
the prior art, each angle would have to be discretiZed in each 
of the 3 positions and orientations, creating a 6 dimensional 
problem. The paths can be computed in this space; however, 
this makes an already large data set much larger. 
The concept of a con?guration space results in a de?nition 

that spans all parameters characterizing a tool pose thereby 
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resulting in an immense con?guration space. For example, a 
lung image having 512x512 pixels and 295 slices, With 360 
possible discretiZed angles for each of the 2 orientations 
becomes a volume of 

5l2><5 l2><295><360><360, or 10,022,289,408,000 
states. 

For 3 orientations, the volume is 
512x512><295><360><360><360 states or 3,608,024,186, 

880,000. 

Coarser discretiZation reduces the set of orientations, but adds 
errors. Further, these ultra-large volumes of data exceed many 
current computing capabilities. 

Current 32-bit hardWare and operating systems limit RAM 
per process to 2Gigabytes, making memory limitations a 
serious problem for medical imaging. 64-bit hardWare and 
operating systems Will relieve some of these dif?culties; hoW 
ever the methods for reducing space Will continue to be use 
ful. 

B.2 Minimizing Con?guration Space 
To convert this apparent ‘6D’ problem to a more manage 

able siZe, several observations are noted: 
There is only one orientation of the tool tip that is optimal 

along any particular path in con?guration space. It can there 
fore be su?icient to store only one option in each positional 
con?guration state (i.e., x, y, Z), Which converts the problem 
to 3 Dimensions, requiring storage @(CT volume). This dra 
matically reduces the siZe of the con?guration space, by a 
factor of over 46.6 million (360><360><360). 

In addition, rather than discretiZing the angles, Which 
Would be required previously, the values stored in the con 
?guration space can be integers, ?oats or doubles to represent 
arbitrarily precise angles. The discretiZation error of the 
angles can be greatly reduced this Way. 

Finally, the 6 dimensional planning can be encapsulated in 
the calculation of a nominal neighborhood, Which can reduce 
the calculation overhead further. 

This reduction in volume is possible since the angles are 
used for tWo purposes that do not require independent states: 

1) as a characteristic Within the x, y, Z location to help orient 
a successive expansion of the space; and 

2) as a determinant of the control parameters as a path is 
being folloWed. 

B.3 Nodes and Transitions 
At each location in the con?guration space a node data 

structure holds key information. The folloWing is a preferred 
space node data structure of the con?guration for a broncho 
scope: 

?oat costitoigoal; 
struct csnode *bestiparentiptr; 
unsigned int heapilocation; //index into heap (tree[i]) 
?oat alpha, theta, phi; // rotation about x,y,Z 
short threadinurnber; // optional. Infers radius and orientation. 

Where: 
cost_to_goal stores the value of the cost from the current 

node to the nearest ‘goal’ and is updated When theA* (or 
Differential A*) method re-computed the space. 

Best_parent_pointer points to one ‘equivalent’ parent 
because the number of potential neighbors can exceed 
32 or 64, making it more space e?icient to store the 
address directly and in a preferred embodiment is a 
pointer to the ?rst loW cost parent. 

A heap is used in a preferred embodiment to keep track of 
the nodes yet to be expanded. This is a different storage 
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6 
structure than the con?guration space. In order to manage the 
changing values in the heap in an environment Where costs 
may increase or decrease quickly during the search, location 
links betWeen the con?guration space and the heap are 
included. The heap has a link to the con?guration space node 
and the con?guration space has a link back to the heap. These 
links are updated as the heap is adjusted. 

In an alternative embodiment, the con?guration state com 
prises the number of the thread used to travel from the parent 
node to the (current) neighbor node. From this thread a radius 
and orientation of the current node can be determined and 
used to control the device. This eliminates the re-computation 
of this value during actual path folloWing. In a real-time 
control situation hoWever, the ‘on the ?y’ re-computation of 
the thread may be desirable if the arc can vary slightly to 
compensate for the difference betWeen the plan and the live 
environment, Which includes breathing or body motion. 

Since it is possible that no path exists, a pre-determined 
algorithm is used to determine Whether or not a path exists. If 
the path exists, the algorithm generates a series of nodes from 
a node n to the seed node (often the goal). An example of such 
an algorithm is: 

followipathifrom (n) 

if(bestiparent != NULL) // there is a path 
While (11 != seed) // haven’t arrived yet 

appenditoipathm) 
n = n.bestiparent // folloW along to next node in series 

if (n == seed) // either arrived at seed, or started there 
appenditoipathm) 

else // bestiparent Was null, that is, there Was no path from n to seed 
printf(“No path from n to seed”); 

B.4 Criterion/Cost 
For the bronchoscope embodiment, the minimum distance 

of the bronchoscope tip Will be the optimiZation criterion. 
Therefore, the distance that the tip travels is measured by the 
arc struck by the curvature de?ned by the ‘turning radius’ 
(straight or turned). It is calculated for each nominal neighbor 
in the next section. Clearly, other criteria might be used, such 
as those that are Weighted near the borders of the bronchi to 
encourage safer paths. 

B.5 Atomic Actions/Neighborhood/ Successors 
The bronchoscope’s tip has a feW basic capabilities. It can 

be set straight, turn right/left or turn up/doWn. As the bron 
choscope advances, the later scope body folloWs the path set 
by the tip. Referring noW to FIG. 3, part of the neighborhood 
is illustrated, shoWing the set of possible straight motions 
along a small unit direction (e.g. X) 301. Each arc, including 
the straight line 301, is called a thread. The notion of a thread 
denotes the precedence of visitable points. In other Words, the 
points farther from the home position cannot be reached if an 
intervening point is blocked (e.g. costs in?nity). The arc 
generated that sWeeps into the Y direction is also calculated 
and shoWn 302. The arcs are about a 90 degree sWeep into a 

circle having the turning radius speci?ed. Ninety (90) degrees 
is the maximum required. The number of neighbors is there 
fore related to the siZe of the radius. That is, larger radii 
require more neighbors to cover the full 90 degree arc. 

This arc is then rotated about X for an arbitrary number of 
degrees, evenly distributed. Therefore, the thread number 




























